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DE V I CE S

Our newest version of the AirMoji offers the same innovative technology and
sophistication as the original AirMoji, with some new, revolutionary features.
The customizable LED light band provides a personal touch, allowing you
to choose your own colors and light patterns within the AirMoji II app. Easily
change frequency and speed settings using the switches found at the bottom
of the device as well as additional customization options available in the app.
The rechargeable AirMoji has a battery that delivers many hours of fragrance
between charges. Once the AirMoji has been programmed, you can relax while
it refreshes and invigorates your home.
*Each device comes complete with a charging cord, plug, and travel case.

AirMoji
White (AM1001)
Black (AM1002)
Gray (AM1003)
$

55.95

CAN/AUS $72.74

The MojiMini is the perfect way to have on-the-go fragrance. Designed for
natural air ventilation, the MojiMini does not include a battery or fan and works
well in small spaces. It also comes with a handy vent clip which makes it ideal
for vehicles.

MojiMini
White (AM1005)
Black (AM1006)
Gray (AM1007)
$

9.95

CAN/AUS $12.94
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The M3 is a powerful addition to the AirMoji lineup. Our line of AirMoji
devices are the ultimate devices because of their ability to deliver fragrance
on demand. This incredible hybrid device is smart, simple, and safe. With the
M3, imagination meets innovation by allowing you to create your own unique
fragrance combinations. In addition to that great feature, this device also
eliminates anosmia or “nose blindness” with its ability to provide a wide range
of fragrance at any given time. This revolutionary device with its “power of 3,”
LED lighting, and additional settings allow for more versatility than ever before.

M3
Black (AF00087)
Gray (AF00099)
*MojiMini’s not included
$

84.95

CAN/AUS $110.44

Make it a bundle!
M3 in black or gray + a
matching MojiMini 3-pack
$

99.95

CAN/AUS $129.94
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Introductory Car Bundle
Build your own bundle!
Choose your color of MojiMini
device. Then choose a
fragrance to complete your
car collection. (BL0356)

DE V I CE S

Our Introductory Bundles are a great way to get started with a device and
a fragrance pod. Choose from one of the options below:

13.45

$

CAN/AUS $17.49

Introductory AirMoji Bundle
Build your own bundle! Choose
your color of AirMojii device. Then
choose a fragrance to complete
your home collection. (BL514)
$

59.45

CAN/AUS $77.29
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All Fragrances (each except Signature Fragrance)

$

6.50

CAN/AUS $8.45

AROMATIC
Distinct fragrances that blend elements from different fragrance families (i.e.,
fresh/wood).
Blue Glacier

Bergamot, lime, aqueous, cedarwood, amber,
oak, and lily
(AF1103)

Medium

FR AG R ANCE S

Fragrance strength will vary depending on room size, frequency of use, and
individual sensitivity to fragrance.

Desert Sky

White cedar, cashmere, camellia bud, and
white tea
(AF1116)

Oregon Coast

Jasmine, sea moss, driftwood, and musk
(AF1025)

Waterfall Mist

Lily, jasmine, musk, and driftwood
(AF1063)

Light

Strong

Medium

CITRUS
Bright, lively fragrances filled with zesty and tangy notes.
Summertime Serenade

Orange, red mandarin, and lemon
(AF1017)

Strong

Sweet Lemon

Sweet lemon, pineapple, tea leaves, sugar, and
vanilla
(AF1094)

Tahitian Sunset

Tropical fruits, orange, grapefruit, and jasmine
(AF1071)
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FLORAL
Uplifting fragrance characterized by the lush scent of flowers.
Flower Child

Berries, citrus, floral jasmine, amber, and musk
(AF1014)

Medium

Just Because (Take Me Back)

Enjoy the smell of fresh greens from a bouquet
of flowers
(AF1105)

Lilac Blossom

Medium

Strong

Lilac blossoms
(AF1057)

Paris

Sparkling orange, mimosa flower, strawberry
tart
(AF1153)

Pear Blossom

Juicy pear, melon, rose, jasmine, and vanilla
(AF1107)

Medium

Medium

Taj Mahal (Take Me Away)

Garden grounds filled with fragrant florals and
incredible fountains
(AF1128)

Strong

FRESH
Cool, crisp scents that give the feeling of clean.
Blue

Fresh marine, citrus, bergamot, water lily,
juniper, and amber
(AF1106)

Medium

Bora Bora (Take Me Away)

Tropical coconut palms and turquoise lagoons
with tangerine sunsets
(AF1127)

Medium

Eucalyptus Mint

Mint, eucalyptus leaves, balsam wood, and
musk
(AF1072)

8
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Fresh Lime & Coconut

Spring Breeze

Citrus, apple, and spring flowers
(AF1059)

Light

Medium

FRUITY
Cheerful, sweet aroma of fresh fruit.

FR AG R ANCE S

Coconut, lime, flowers, musk, and amber
(AF1073)

Johnny Appleseed

Apple, rhubarb, red berry, fruit woods, and
jasmine
(AF1021)

Juicy Watermelon

Ripe and juicy watermelon
(AF1156)

Luscious Grape
Wild grapes
(AF1056)

Strong

Medium

Strong

Maui (Take Me Away)

Mango, melon, passionfruit, greens, jasmine,
and hibiscus
(AF1132)

Orange Orchard

Oranges, rose, raspberry, and pink grapefruit
(AF1157)

Poolside

Pineapple, toasted coconut, and amber
(AF1023)

Medium

Strong

Light

Raspberry Bliss

Wild raspberries, vanilla, jasmine, and
sandalwood
(AF1013)
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Sparkle

Medium

Lemon, orange, peach, and vanilla
(AF1166)

Summer Vacation

Medium

Peach, apricot, and citrus
(AF1015)

GOURMAND
Delicious fragrances that mimic the smells of your favorite foods.
Celebration (Take Me Back)

Freshly baked vanilla cake topped with rich
creamy frosting
(AF1137)

Medium

Serendipity

Strong

Almond, vanilla cream, and spun sugar
(AF1022)

Vanilla Latte

Strong

Coffee and hazelnut
(AF1146)

RUSTIC
Natural, earthy aromas with rich, woodsy undertones.
Signature

Bergamot, pink peppercorn, jasmine, rose, and
amber woods
(AF1047)

Strong

Peony & Sandalwood

Peony, citrus, cedar, pine, patchouli, and
sandalwood
(AF1126)

Light

Rich Leather

Linen, thyme, patchouli, woodsy-leather, and
amber
(AF1104)

10
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Voodoo

Light

Working With Dad (Take Me Back)
Rediscover Saturdays spent in the yard
(AF1082)

Medium

BLACK LABEL
Distinct fragrances that blend elements from different fragrance families (i.e.,
fresh/wood).
Alpha

FR AG R ANCE S

Patchouli, sequoia, redwood, sandalwood, and
amber
(AF1024)

Light

Citrus, cedar, and bergamot
(AF1161)

Aspen

Strong

Crushed pine needles and warm cedarwood
(AF1162)

Black Tie

Medium

Eucalyptus, tobacco and tonka bean
(AF1163)

Embers

Medium

Leather, smoked vanilla, and fir needle
(AF1164)

POD KEEPER BAGS
Our heavy-duty plastic reclosable Pod
Keeper Bags keep your open pod fresh
allowing you to store it for use later.
5-Pack
(PM00115)
$

0.95

CAN/AUS $1.30
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AIR+ ESSENTIAL OIL BLENDS

Air+Calm Essential Oil Blend

Cedarwood, Lavender, Tonka Bean, and Rose
Absolute
(AF1070)

Air+Edge Essential Oil Blend
Citrus Paradisi
(AF1122)

Air+Focus Essential Oil Blend

Lemongrass, Rose Absolute, Orange Peel,
Cinnamon, and Davana
(AF1069)

Air+Immune Essential Oil Blend

Lemon, Clove Leaf, Cinnamon, Eucalyptus, and
Rosemary
(AF1108)

Air+Mood Essential Oil Blend

Lemongrass, Orange Peel, Cinnamon, Jasmine
Absolute, and Davana
(AF1076)
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$

20.50

CAN/AUS $26.65

15.75

$

CAN/AUS $22.75

$

20.50

CAN/AUS $26.65

AI R + E SSE NTI AL O I L S

The AirMoji and its revolutionary delivery system provide a safe and effective
way to disburse the Essential Oil molecules of the AIR+ Essential Oil line into
the air. These tiny molecules are then inhaled and drawn into the lungs which
stimulate the body emotionally, physically, and mentally, allowing you to receive
the maximum benefits of these incredible blends and Essential Oils.

16.50

$

CAN/AUS $21.45

17.50

$

CAN/AUS $22.75
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MOJILIFE AIR+ ESSENTIAL OIL PODS
The MojiLife Air+ line brings you the benefits of aromatic Essential Oils that are
100% pure high-grade oils.
Air+Frankincense Essential Oil
(AF1032)

$

20.25

CAN/AUS $26.33

13.75

Air+Lavender Essential Oil
(AF1030)

$

CAN/AUS $17.88

13.50

Air+Lemon Essential Oil
(AF1035)

$

CAN/AUS $17.55

12.75

Air+Lemongrass Essential Oil
(Milder/sweeter than pure Lemon)
(AF1039)

$

CAN/AUS $16.58

12.75

Air+Peppermint Essential Oil
(AF1031)

$

CAN/AUS $16.58

13.75

Air+Tea Tree Essential Oil
(AF1034)

$

CAN/AUS $17.88

AIR+ ESSENTIAL OIL BOOKLET
This booklet has great information on all
MojiLife Air+ Essential Oils.

Air+ Essential Oil

s Line

(PM00156)
$

3.95

CAN/AUS $5.14
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THE R APE UTI C
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THE R APE UTI C

Aromatherapy Inhalers are the perfect way to have your favorite
essential oils on the go with no mess, no clean up. The Aromatherapy
Inhaler is a quick and effective tube that has a saturated inner core with pure
essential oils.

All Inhalers (each)

$

8.95

CAN/AUS $11.64

“Air+Edge” Grapefruit
Aromatherapy Inhaler Stick

Grapefruit has many benefits, which include controlling
feelings of fullness, preventing overeating and suppressing
appetite, assists with focus, vitality, depression, and is also
known to relieve headaches.
(AF1123)

“Air+Immune” Blend
Aromatherapy Inhaler Stick

Protect your well-being with Air+Immune. This pure
essential oil blend helps to combat and shorten those
annoying illnesses. Air+Immune is formulated with the most
powerful essential oils. These oils specifically work together
to protect the body and keep you feeling healthier.
(AF1124)

“Be Relaxed” Lavender
Aromatherapy Inhaler Stick

Lavender is known to act as a natural antispasmodic,
sedative, hypo-tensive, anti-inflammatory, analgesic, antiinfectious, cardiotonic, anticoagulant, and calming. It is also
known to relieve headaches as well as PMS symptoms.
(AF1095)

Our therapeutic line of essential oil infused products was specifically
created to provide the maximum benefits of aromatherapy.
MojiLife VR Relaxation Goggles
Reflect, relax, recharge and experience
the fragrance. Best of all...feel better.
(MojiLife VR videos are available at
mojilifeVR.com.)
(BL0356)
$

54.50

CAN/AUS $70.85
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BATH BOMBS

All Bath Bombs (each)

$

6.95

CAN/AUS $9.04

Relax

Feed your skin and soul with tranquil lavender, nourishing
coconut oil, and purifying sea salt.
(AF1087)

THE R APE UTI C

MojiLife Bath Bombs are infused with 100% luxurious, therapeutic essential
oils. Only the best ingredients for you, your mind, and your body. These bath
bombs have several beneficial ingredients such as Coconut Oil, Avocado Oil,
and Sea Salt. All of these ingredients culminate for the ultimate aromatherapy
experience. Each bath bomb is 5.1 oz/145 g.

Exhilarate

Invigorate with the aroma of peppermint, lemon, and
grapefruit essential oils while coconut oil soothes and heals.
(AF1090)

Recharge

Nourish and improve the appearance of your skin while
recharging with peppermint and eucalyptus oils.
(AF1088)

Bath Bomb 4-Pack Box
Includes one Relax, one Recharge
and two Exhilarate Bath Bombs in a
convenient gift box.
(AF1091)
$

27.50

CAN/AUS $36.14

MojiLife Catalog USA/INTL 2022 v02012022
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Ashton Base

Handcrafted from solid bamboo, the Ashton is
durable and beautiful with its neutral and
natural wood tones. Includes a charging notch.
(3.1” x .75”) (HD0051)

Bailey

This rustic lantern has an antiqued finish for
that classic “time-worn” appeal and artisanal
vintage feel. Includes a charging notch.
(4.5” x 8”)
(HD0050)

Berkeley

The modern design of the Berkley features
an intricate cutout pattern, complimenting the
feel of your classic lantern! The delicate gold
handle adds the perfect touch to this fun piece.
Includes a charging notch. (3” x 5.75”)
(HD0062)

Chloe

Chloe is stunning in any space! The delicate,
off-white florals outlined in a subtle terracotta
make this piece both neutral and classy.
Includes a charging notch. (3” x 5.75”)
(HD0065)

Claire

With its elegant pink hue, this décor piece has
a classic style that fits in any home. Includes a
charging notch. (3” x 5.75”)
(HD0054)

Grayson

The Grayson brings the warmth of weathered
wood in soft gray tones to any space! Style
your space with this unique standout piece.
Includes a charging notch.
(7” x 4”)
(HD0056)

Layla

This charming piece features a beautiful, soft
pattern of blue and green florals, creating a
look that is both elegant and stylish. Sure
to dazzle any space with its alluring design.
Includes a charging notch. (3” x 5.75”)
(HD0066)
MojiLife Catalog USA/INTL 2022 v02012022

$

9.50

CAN/AUS $12.94

$

24.50

CAN/AUS $31.85

17.50

$

CAN/AUS $22.75

AI R MO JI ACCE NTS

Enhance your sensory experience with beautifully hand-crafted AirMoji
Accent pieces to accent your AirMoji device.

17.50

$

CAN/AUS $22.75

14.50

$

CAN/AUS $18.85

17.50

$

CAN/AUS $22.75

17.50

$

CAN/AUS $22.75
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Marlow

$

Sophistication meets style with the fashionable
Marlow. Beautiful ambered glass with the
classic tortoise print design brings a sense of
glamour to your space! This is a two-piece set
featuring a solid black metal base and glass
cylinder top. Includes a charging notch. (3” x
5.75”)
(HD0063)

Sophia

$

The gorgeous combination of this blush
colored glass and glossy gold base is nothing
short of a showstopper! The Sophia is a twopiece set featuring a solid metal base and glass
cylinder top. This lovely combination is both
chic and exquisite. Includes a charging notch.
(3” x 5.75”)
(HD0064)

Wall Mount

24.50

CAN/AUS $31.85

$

Use your device in virtually any location in
your home or office. Attach the wall mount to
your desired location and experience MojiLife
fragrance anytime, anywhere! (2.4” x 1.5”)
White (HD0053)
Black (HD0059)

20

24.50

CAN/AUS $31.85

8.50

CAN/AUS $11.05
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MO JI CL E AN
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M O JI CL E AN

Keep all the rooms of your house looking, smelling, and feeling amazing with
our line of MojiClean cleaning products.
MojiClean All-Purpose Cleaner

MojiClean Glass & Surface Cleaner

Our streak and smear-free glass cleaner is
a high-performing spray that meets the new
greener criteria for EPA/DfE for all cleaners.
Free from SLS, SLES, Parabens, Ammonia,
Dyes, Phthalates, Solvents, Glycol Ethers, and
Formaldehyde. 16 oz.
Sparkling Citrus (CL1038)

CAN/AUS $20.74

11.95

$

CAN/AUS $15.54

14.95

MojiClean Odor Eliminator & Spot
Remover

CAN/AUS $19.44

MojiClean Toy & Baby Product
Cleaner

CAN/AUS $14.24

$

Our non-toxic, non-irritating spray uses
essential oils and vegetable extracts to
naturally biodegrade odors so they disappear.
Safe to use in the air, on and around people
and pets, and on water-safe clothing and
surfaces. 16 oz.
Lemon Grove (CL1005)

10.95

$

Our non-toxic, non-irritating toy cleaner is a
gentle, plant-based cleaner that is safe enough
to use around your baby. This formula cleans
toys, tables, high chairs, car seats — wherever
your toddler eats and plays. Our spray is free
from SLS, SLES, Parabens, Ammonia, Alcohol,
Dyes, Phthalates, Solvents, Glycol Ethers, and
Formaldehyde. 16 oz.
Unscented (CL1011)

22

15.95

$

Our everyday cleaner uses the power of natural
lemon essential oil and vegetable enzymes to
cut daily grime. Safe to use around people,
pets, and the environment. 16 oz.
Lemon Grove (CL1008)
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MojiClean Duster

MojiClean Hand Duster
No extension pole (CL00018)

$

MojiClean Duster Replacement Pad
(CL1034)

$

MojiClean Toilet Bowl Cleaner

These tablets are convenient and 100%
biodegradable. This unique chemistry safely
removes unpleasant stains. Easy to use and
effective, these tablets will leave your bathroom
smelling fresh and clean. 25 tablets per
package. 25-pack
Ocean Mist (CL1028)

On-The-Go Mini Spray Bottle

Take your favorite liquid Mojilife product
anywhere with this convienent mini size
keychain spray bottle. Funnel included. 2 ml.
(PM00114)
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4.95

CAN/AUS $6.44

MojiClean Towel

The MojiLife microfiber towel is specifically
designed to enhance our MojiClean line for
everyday use. These towels are soft yet durable
making them perfect for any cleaning task.
(CL1030)

6.95

CAN/AUS $9.04

MO JI CL E AN

The MojiLife duster features a microfiber cleaning cloth that is 100% washable and
reusable. The microfiber cloth is also anti-static and non-scratchy. The flexible,
bendable head easily adjusts to clean any area keeping the design compact and
portable. MojiLife uses only the highest quality materials so your next cleaning task
gets done quickly and easily!

$

8.95

CAN/AUS $11.64

19.95

$

CAN/AUS $25.94

$

2.50

CAN/AUS $3.25
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MOJILOO
It’s the #1 for your #2! Our unique blend of essential oils creates a barrier to trap
unpleasant odors under the surface. Just spray the water before you go, and
the only thing you’ll smell is the fresh and clean aroma of essential oils. (1 oz.)

All MojiLoo (each)

$

9.75

MO JI FR E SH

The MojiFresh line provides a variety of ways to freshen any area. Eliminate
odors entirely or use for a boost of freshness when needed.

CAN/AUS $12.68

Orange Grapefruit
(CL1024)
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Rose Jasmine
(CL1036)
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MOJIFRESH LINEN SPRAY
This non-toxic spray quickly eliminates stale
odors and refreshes water-safe fabrics and
fibers with clean, long-lasting fragrance.
Free from Phthalates, SLS, SLES, Parabens,
Ammonia, Dyes, Solvents, Glycol Ethers, and
Formaldehyde. 4 oz.
Fresh Linen (CL1002)
$

9.95

CAN/AUS $12.94

ROOM SPRAY
Freshen any area instantly with our MojiFresh Room Spray. Provide a boost for
areas that need to be enhanced with a little extra fragrance. Our non-aerosol
room sprays are the perfect way to freshen your office, pantry, garbage areas,
the kids’ rooms, cars, RV’s and more. Two to three sprays is all you need to get
a fresh burst of our most popular fragrances. (2 oz.)

All Room Spray (each)

$

9.95

CAN/AUS $12.94

Oregon Coast
(AF1099)
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Tahitian Sunset
(AF1101)

Spring Breeze
(AF1100)
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HAND SANITIZER SPRAY

(PM00261)

11.95

$

CAN/AUS $15.54

MO JI FR E SH

Our Hand Sanitizer Spray is the perfect solution for keeping
you and your environment safe. Simply spritz your hands for
a satisfying clean and refreshing scent, all while killing harmful
germs. No rinsing required. This handy bottle is an essential
item for anyone, anywhere! (4 oz.)
Alcohol content: 71%

FACE MASK
Our Hand Sanitizer Spray is the perfect solution
for keeping you and your environment safe.
Simply spritz your hands for a satisfying clean and
refreshing scent, all while killing harmful germs. No
rinsing required. This handy bottle is an essential
item for anyone, anywhere! (4 oz.)
Alcohol content: 71%
(PM00261)
$

5.95

CAN/AUS $7.74

SANITATION SET COLLECTION
Our Sanitation Set Collection has everything you need to stay protected
while out and about. The MojiLife Face Mask was made with a polyester/
spandex blend for comfort and flexibility. Our Sanitation Cleaning Cloth has
been perfectly paired with the MojiLife Hand Sanitizer to clean all areas such
as desks and other hard surfaces. Comes complete with instruction card and
convenient carrying case.
(BL0380)
$

24.50

CAN/AUS $31.85
Collection includes:
1- Face mask which measures
7”W x 5”H / 17cm x 12.5cm
1- Hand Sanitizer Spray
4oz / 118ml bottle
1- Sanitation Cleaning Cloth
1- Instruction Card
1-Carrying Case
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JOIN OUR

MojiFamily
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CAR - Distributor Kit

BASIC - Distributor Kit

(MKUSCA1005)

(MKUSCA1007)
$

50.00

$

CAN/AUS $65.00

PLUS - Distributor Kit

85.00

CAN/AUS $110.50

MO JI L I FE DI STR I B UTO R K I T S

MojiLife is the leader in Fragrance technology and innovation. We are always
striving to provide the best products for our customers and distributors. We
would love to have you become a part of the MojiLife family! The following kits
have the tools you need to start your business and then take it to the next level.
Earn incentive trips and other amazing bonuses and perks. Sign up today!

ELITE - Distributor Kit

(MKUSCA1009)

(MKUSCA1011)

150.00

$

CAN/AUS $195.00

$

250.00

CAN/AUS $325.00

Don’t wait! For a complete description of each kit,
and to sign up today, visit us at:

www.mojiproducts.com/register
MojiLife Catalog USA/INTL 2022 v02012022
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844 South 800 West Ste 214
Pleasant Grove, UT 84062
www.mojiproducts.com

